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Joint effort to target the
orphan of the orphan
Daniel Wolff | University of Regensburg

In this issue of Blood, Cuvelier and colleagues from the Applied Biomarkers of
Late Effects of Childhood Cancer (ABLE) Consortium evaluate, for the first
time, the performance of the National Institutes of Health Consensus Criteria
(NIH-CC) for diagnosing chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD) in pedi-
atric patients in a prospective multicenter trial. They demonstrate the utility
and limitations of the criteria and provide a benchmark for incidence and
severity distribution of late-acute GVHD (L-aGVHD) and cGVHD in a large
pediatric population.1

Clinical research in cGVHD after alloge-
neic hematopoietic stem cell transplan-
tation (alloHSCT) is increasingly focused
on new drug development fostered by
the NIH consensus conferences in 20052

and 2014.3 Until now, pediatric cGVHD
has been largely ignored for several
reasons. First, the average number of
pediatric alloHSCTs per center is signif-
icantly lower than adult alloHSCTs and
represents only 20% of the total trans-
plantations. Second, the indications for
pediatric alloHSCT are more heteroge-
neous with up to 40% to 50% of patients
receiving transplants for nonmalignant
diseases. Finally, the frequency of cGVHD
is lower in children compared with adults
for reasons that are not well understood.
As a consequence, until recently, pedi-
atric cohorts for evaluating cGVHD were
either small or did not use the NIH-CC,
which prevented any reliable conclu-
sion on the current incidence of cGVHD

and performance of NIH-CC in pediatric
cGVHD.4 To overcome these issues, the
ABLE Consortium, consisting of 27 pe-
diatric transplant centers, performed a
multicenter trial to validate the perfor-
mance of NIH-CC for diagnosis of
L-aGVHD and cGVHD and to develop
biomarkers to diagnose and predict
the course of cGVHD. Even with 27
centers, it took almost 4 years to recruit
302 patients, indicating that large in-
ternational multicenter activities are a
crucial prerequisite for success be-
cause single centers or even national
cohorts would fail to recruit sufficient
numbers of pediatric patients with
cGVHD.

The ABLE trial provides several valuable
results. First, it confirms the low (21%)
incidence of cGVHD in pediatric cohorts,
which is basically half the incidence in
adult patients.5

Second, in this study population, the
significance of aGVHD is noticeable be-
cause of a low rate of de novo cGVHD
and a higher incidence of L-aGVHD (24%,
mostly persistent or recurrent) than of
cGVHD, late acute being the major rea-
son for re-classification, which implicates
the relevance of aGVHD as the dominant
risk factor for pediatric cGVHD. The
specific role of aGVHD in the pediatric
population is highlighted by the effect of
age older than 12 years as a risk factor for
cGVHD but not for L-aGVHD. Moreover,
the results emphasize the importance of
applying NIH criteria to prevent incorrect
classification. Even within the trial, a re-
view committee re-classified a significant
proportion (25%) of patients. This also
indicates that physicians continue to di-
agnose cGVHD by day posttransplant (ie,
after day 100), most likely for its sim-
plicity, even if diagnostic or distinctive
symptoms of cGVHD are lacking. This
emphasizes the need for rigorously mon-
itoring the classification of all GVHD cases
within clinical trials.

Third, the ABLE trial (for the first time)
validated the 2014 NIH-CC in bronchi-
olitis obliterans syndrome (BOS)3 in
pediatric patients; this demonstrates a
significant failure rate in diagnosing BOS,
mostly because of the age limitations of
lung function testing, nonspecific changes
in the computed tomography chest scan,
and inconclusive histopathology. Because
these obstacles are unlikely to be easily
resolved, the development of diagnostic
biomarkers to identify patients with BOS is
an area of great medical need.6,7

Fourth, the authors also captured im-
munologically driven events such as
immune thrombocytopenia or nephrotic
syndrome that do not meet the NIH-CC
but require immunosuppression, which
have been recently labeled as “undefined
other cGVHD.”8 The latter has typi-
cally been ignored in previous pro-
spective trials, although events such as
these often require immunosuppressive
treatment.

Last but not least, the trial provides im-
portant evidence regarding the incidence
of cGVHD during the first year after
alloHSCT. However, some patients with
L-aGVHD may develop the quiescent
onset of cGVHD after the 1-year assess-
ment. Finally, the long-term outcome
after diagnosis of cGVHD in pediatric
patients, including crucial information on
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the rehabilitation of these patients, still
needs to be determined.
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